CONCLUSIONS

We have shown that the photoluminescence from silicon-rich silica films is the result of two separate luminescence mechanisms: defect luminescence, possibly from non-bonding oxygen centres or related oxygen vacancies, and radiative recombination of confined excitons. Our results are in broad agreement with those of Shimizu-Iwaya, Komoda and Fischer et al.

We have demonstrated electroluminescence from a simple SiO₂-based device and have measured its spectrum and current-voltage characteristics. These are very much preliminary results and we are currently working on improving the efficiency of visible emission from such devices by optimising structure and introducing rare-earth dopants.

We have demonstrated that it is possible to access the excited states of rare-earth ions within silicon-rich silica via the absorption of the silicon clusters [24,25]. Recent results published by Polman's group on erbium-doped amorphous silicon have confirmed this [26]. This may open up the possibility of obtaining efficient, narrow-band visible emission from rare-earth doped silicon-rich silica films by careful choice of rare-earth dopant. We are in the process of investigating this further and will publish our results soon.
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EXPERIMENTAL

We have synthesized the materials used in this study. The chemical structures of materials used in this study are shown in Fig. 1. Bu-PPy and Bu-PPy4 were synthesized by cross-coupling the corresponding 2,5-dihydroxy-2,5-dimethylpyridine and 2,5-dimethylpyridine in the presence of a palladium catalyst, as described elsewhere [7,8,9,10]. Bu-PPy is soluble in a number of conventional organic solvents. Two oxadiazoles used are 2-(4-biphenyl)-5-(4-tert-butylphenyl)-1,3,4-oxadiazole (PB1) and 2,5-bis(4-naphthyl)-1,3,4-oxadiazole (BND). Solutions containing
different amounts of Bu-PPyV, PVK and oxadiazoles in chloroform were prepared to give PVK:Bu-PPyV or PVK:oxadiazole: Bu-PPyV blends of different ratios. The blend thin films were then spin-coated onto quartz slides for optical measurements and onto ITO coated glass substrates for device fabrication. Devices were finished by thermally evaporating top metal contacts in a vacuum of 10^{-6} torr through shadow masks to form an array of 2mm by 2mm devices. Metal alloys, such as Mg:Ag, Mg:In and Li:Al alloys were deposited by co-evaporation from two separate sources. All processing and device characterization was carried out under dry nitrogen atmosphere in a glove box. Absorption and photoluminescence spectra of thin films were measured on an AVIV 14DS spectrophotometer and a Perkin-Elmer LS50 luminescence spectrometer, respectively. The EL spectra were recorded by an EG&G monochromator connected to an Electrim CCD camera.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Fig. 2 shows the absorption spectra of Bu-PPyV, PVK and PBD. It is clear that both PVK and PBD have shorter absorption onset wavelengths than Bu-PPyV and therefore higher energy gaps. The absorption spectra of the blends, which are not shown in Fig. 2, are simply weighted superpositions of the spectra of the individual components. The PL spectra of PVK:Bu-PPyV blends with different Bu-PPyV contents are shown in Fig. 3, using an excitation wavelength of 420 nm. This wavelength is used because it is close to the absorption peak of Bu-PPyV and below the absorption onset energy of PVK and PBD. In this way, only Bu-PPyV chromophores are excited. In blends with low Bu-PPyV content, a strong green PL is observed. With the Bu-PPyV content increased above several percent, the PL spectra gradually become broadened and shift to red. By normalizing the integrated PL intensity by the absorption of the same blend film at 420 nm, the relative PL efficiencies of Bu-PPyV chromophores diluted in PVK or PVK:PBD are obtained and displayed in Fig. 4. The efficient green PL in dilute Bu-PPyV blends is the emission of isolated Bu-PPyV chromophores, i.e. Bu-PPyV monomer emission, and the weak red PL in concentrated Bu-PPyV blends and pure Bu-PPyV thin films is from excimer emission due to the strong intermolecular interaction of Bu-PPyV. The PL efficiency starts dropping rapidly above about 2 wt% Bu-PPyV. It is clear that diluting Bu-PPyV with the high energy gap materials eliminates the interaction between Bu-PPyV chromophores and enhances the PL efficiency of Bu-PPyV chromophores. Similar effects are also observed in THF solutions of Bu-PPyV [10]. Transmission electron microscopy of I$_2$-stained blend films floated off the substrate reveals no phase separation between the Bu-PPyV and PVK in the as-spun films, consistent with the PL data.

Fig. 5 shows the EL spectra of PVK:Bu-PPyV blends. Pure PVK emits purple light. With extremely low additions of Bu-PPyV, even 0.1 wt%, there is a transition in the EL spectrum from emission characteristics of PVK to emission characteristics of the isolated Bu-PPyV units. Further increase of the Bu-PPyV content above several percent leads to a red-shift of the EL, as observed in PL. The dependence of the EL external quantum efficiency on the content of Bu-PPyV in PVK:Bu-PPyV blends is shown in Fig. 6. The EL efficiency first increases with the Bu-PPyV content and peaks around 1 wt% with an efficiency of ~0.3% photon/electron. The efficiency then drops with further addition of Bu-PPyV. From the results of Fig. 4 and Fig. 6, it is clear that at low concentration, the Bu-PPyV units function as efficient emission centers, and therefore the EL efficiency first rises with the density of Bu-PPyV in the blends and peaks at about 10 times the efficiency of pure PVK. At higher concentrations, due to the interaction of Bu-PPyV chromophores, their luminescence efficiency drops rapidly as seen in Fig. 4, leading to a drop in EL efficiency as well.
The effect on EL efficiency of adding electron-transporting molecules PBD to the PVK:Bu-PpyV blend is also shown in Fig. 6. A similar dependence of EL efficiency on Bu-PpyV content is also observed, but PBD can enhance the efficiency severalfold. As shown in Fig. 7, the EL efficiency first increases with added PBD. The highest external EL efficiency 0.8% is achieved with a PVK to PBD ratio of about 50:50 (by weight). Adding more PBD than this actually reduces the EL efficiency. The addition of PBD also has a tremendous effect on the I-V characteristics of the devices, as shown in Fig. 8. All the devices have similar film thicknesses. The rise of forward current with voltage first gets sharper with increasing PBD addition, leading to a reduction in the operating voltage of the devices. However, increasing the PBD/PVK ratio beyond 50:100 does not enhance the current further. Instead, the I-V curve is bent down again, as in the case of the EL efficiency. The current vs. voltage and brightness vs. voltage curves of the optimal blend device with PVK:PBD:Bu-PpyV ratios of 100:50:0.8 are shown in Fig. 9 and 10. These values correspond to an external EL quantum efficiency of 0.8% per photon/electron. A practical brightness of 100 cd/m² is achieved at ~12V and 1000 cd/m² at ~16V.

We have also made blend devices using another oxadiazole, BND. It has been reported that BND has a much higher electron mobility than PBD when dispersed in a polymer binder [11]. The comparison of the EL efficiencies of BND and PBD devices is made in Fig. 7. Though the optimal EL efficiency is about the same for both PBD and BND devices, the optimization of BND devices actually occurs at a lower oxadiazole content than for PBD. Also, the optimal BND devices require lower operating voltages than PBD devices, as shown in Figs. 9 and 10. With the optimal BND devices, 100 cd/m² can be achieved at ~9V and 1000 cd/m² at ~13.5V.

Most of the device data presented so far are from devices with Mg:Ag alloy as the metal contact. We have also tried other metals and alloys. The dependence of EL efficiency on metal used is shown in Table 1. We found Mg:In alloy, Li:Al alloy and Ca gave similar EL efficiency as Mg:Ag. For Al, there is a big difference in efficiency between devices with or without oxadiazole additives. Without oxadiazole, the EL efficiency of Al devices is at least one order of magnitude lower than that of Mg:Ag devices. With oxadiazoles, the EL efficiency of Al devices is just two to three times smaller than Mg:Ag devices. It seems that with oxadiazoles, the electron injection is much easier and the metal contact is not so critical. For PVK, the electron injection is much more difficult and the metal contact is critical.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1. Effects of metals on EL efficiency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PVK:Bu-PpyV 100:100 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PVK:PpyV 100:2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In all optimal two-component or three-component blend devices, the emission is from the small amount of isolated Bu-PpyV chromophores and is much more efficient than that of pure PVK or PVK/oxadiazole devices. To understand the mechanisms for the emission from these efficient emission centers, we have estimated the energy levels of all materials by electrochemical spectroscopy and electronic absorption spectra [12,13]. The estimated LUMOs for Bu-PpyV, PVK, PBD and BND are 2.9 eV, 2.25 eV, -2.35 eV and -2.16 eV, respectively. The estimated HOMOs for Bu-PpyV, PVK, PBD and BND are -5.4 eV, -5.75 eV, -6.0 eV and -5.6 eV, respectively. Comparing the energy levels suggests at least two possible mechanisms for emission from Bu-PpyV chromophores, i.e. the carrier trapping mechanism and the energy transfer
mechanism [14]. In the first case, they trap both holes and electrons and form excitons on themselves. In the latter case, they trap excitons formed on carrier transporters.

If one believes that the optimization of the EL efficiency with oxadiazole content is due to better balance of hole and electron currents, the reduction of EL efficiency beyond the optimal oxadiazole content can be explained by the dominance of electron current. That the optimal content of BND is lower than that of PBD can be explained by its better electron transport/injection ability. Also, the sharper rise of the I-V curves in the optimal devices can be related to some hole-electron recombination mechanism. When either hole or electron current is dominant, the balance of both currents and therefore the hole-electron recombination is worse, leading to a higher operating voltage and lower EL efficiency. To support these hypotheses, more experiments and device modeling, taking into account other factors such as space charge effects, are necessary.

CONCLUSIONS

We have presented the results from EL devices made from Bu-PPyV blended with the hole-transporting polymer PVK and the electron-transporting oxadiazole molecules. Difurin Bu-PPyV with the high-energy-gap PVK in thin films reduces the interaction of Bu-PPyV chromophores and enhances both PL and EL efficiency. Adding oxadiazole into the PVK:Bu-PPyV blend further improves the EL efficiency and reduces the operating voltage. The oxadiazole BND is found to give better devices than PBD, requiring lower operating voltages and smaller oxadiazole additions.
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